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)
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)
)

v. ) No. 3:06CR712 (Katz)
)

DAVID GEISEN, )
)

Defendant )

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT
OF DAVID C. GEISEN'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL

OR. IN THE ALTERNATIVE. FOR A NEW TRIAL

On January 19, 2006, a Grand Jury returned a five-count indictment against David C.

Geisen, Rodney M. Cook, and Andrew Siemaszko charging each man with violating 18 U.S.C.

§ 1001 (False Statements) by concealing material facts from (count one), and making false

statements to (counts two through five), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The

government's theory of Mr. Geisen's criminal liability was simple. It alleged he knew

statements he made to the NRC were false and he made the statements with the specific intent to

deceive the NRC. '

Trial began on October 1, 2007. Over the course of three weeks, the government

established that FENOC submitted five Serial Letters to the NRC in response to an NRC Bulletin

regarding nozzle cracking. But the government's evidence proved Mr. Geisen was uninvolved in

the drafting and preparation of three of the Letters, including two (2731 and 2741), on which Mr.

The government's theory of the materiality of Mr. Geisen's statements was similarly simple. It alleged
"[b]ased on the information contained in the Serial Letters, the NRC agreed to FENOC's proposal that it
be allowed to operate Davis-Besse beyond December 31, 2001."
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Geisen now stands convicted. The government presented evidence demonstrating the falsity of

statements contained in FENOC documents and made in oral presentations. But it did not prove

Mr. Geisen knew statements he made to the NRC were false or misleading. And just as

importantly, it presented no evidence suggesting Mr. Geisen intended to deceive the NRC

through the communication of written or oral statements. Indeed, the government's witnesses

testified about Mr. Geisen's efforts to edit presentations to the NRC to eliminate statements he

believed to be unsupported and to correct past misstatements to the NRC when he learned of

mistakes.

At the close of the government's case, Mr. Geisen moved for a judgment of acquittal.

The Court, after argument, stated:

Is this opposition to a Rule 29 favorable decision by the Court for the defendants
a slam dunk, so to speak, for the Government? Far from it. But in taking all of it
into consideration at this juncture, as I must, I will deny the motion without
prejudice of its renewal at a later time, either at the close of the case or thereafter
as contemplated by Rule 29. And I will continue to research the issues which
have been raised by both defendants Geisen and Cook through able counsel and
compare them with what we all heard, which has been presented to the jury.
Under the magnifying glass again of what could a reasonable jury conclude with
the start always in mind, beyond a reasonable doubt.2

Mr. Geisen took the stand on October 19. He outlined his job responsibilities at Davis-

Besse and his involvement in interactions with the NRC starting with an October 3, 2001

telephone call. He described how he gathered information from a variety of engineers, including

Andrew Siemaszko, and communicated that information to the NRC in meetings and through

Serial Letters. He admitted some of the information turned out to be incorrect and described

regrets he had as he looked back on his job performance. He adamantly denied, however, having

2 Quotations are drawn from the real-time transcripts produced through the diligent efforts of Angela
Nixon and Tracy Spore. Final transcripts have not been completed. Counsel has edited format and
typographical issues consistent with their recollections of the proceedings.
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known facts he communicated to the NRC were inaccurate or having intended to mislead the

NRC. He was not impeached with prior inconsistent statements, despite having given a four-

and-a-half hour transcribed interview to the NRC Office of Investigations in 2002.

Mr. Geisen renewed his motion for judgment of acquittal after he rested his defense. The

government did not call any witnesses against Mr. Geisen in its rebuttal case.

At the close of the evidence, the government requested an instruction on deliberate

ignorance as an alternate theory of proving Mr. Geisen's "knowledge" of the falsity of the

statements. 3 The Court expressed concerns with the instruction but, after argument, included it

in its final charge to the jury.

The jury deliberated for four days. Near the end of the third day, it communicated that it

had reached a verdict as to Mr. Cook but was deadlocked as to Mr. Geisen except for having

reached a verdict on count five. The Court gave the jury an Allen charge and asked the jury to

resume deliberations. The next day, the jury returned verdicts of guilty on Counts One, Three,

and Four of the indictment, and verdicts of not guilty on Counts Two and Five. The jury

acquitted Mr. Cook on all counts.

The verdicts suggest the jury was hopelessly confused about what constituted culpable

behavior on the part of Mr. Geisen. The verdicts were demonstrably and irreconcilably

inconsistent with one another, the verdicts returned against Mr. Cook, and the undisputed

evidence. Reviewing the entire record, it is clear the government did not present sufficient

evidence from which a rational juror could find, beyond a reasonable doubt, facts establishing

the knowledge and intent needed to give rise to criminal liability. The guilty verdicts,

3 The government also asked the court to instruct the jury that it could find a statement was "material" if
it had the ability to influence a decision of the NRC regardless of whether the NRC, in fact, based its
decision on the statement. The Court included this instruction over Mr. Geisen's objection.
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accordingly, cannot stand. At the close of the evidence, the Court denied Mr. Geisen's motion

for judgment of acquittal without prejudice to its renewal after trial. The Court should now grant

that motion on Counts One, Three, and Four because no rational juror could have found

knowledge and intent beyond a reasonable doubt based on the evidence the government

presented at trial.

Even if the Court concludes that the government's evidence can withstand such a motion,

however, it should overturn the verdicts and grant a new trial pursuant to its authority under

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 33. This is the rare and extraordinary case in which the

jury's verdict stands against the manifest weight of the evidence and represents a serious

miscarriage of justice. This miscarriage occurred for a variety of reasons but largely because the

jury received the "deliberate ignorance" instruction at the government's request when there was

no evidence of such conduct to justify it. The instruction significantly weakened the

government's burden on the critical question of Mr. Geisen's knowledge and intent. As a result,

Mr. Geisen was convicted of a crime on evidence that is at best negligence and nothing more.

MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL

The Court must enter a judgment of acquittal if the evidence is insufficient to sustain a

conviction. Fed.R.Crim.P. 29. In this case, the Court should enter a judgment of acquittal

because, even viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution, no rational

juror could find that the government proved each essential element of the crimes charged against

Mr. Geisen beyond a reasonable doubt. United States v. Davis, 473 F.3d 680, 681 (6th Cir.

2007); Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 319, 99 S. Ct. 2781, 61 L. Ed. 2d 560 (1979). The

Supreme Court made clear in Jackson that the constitutional standard requires a court to review

"all of the evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution" to determine whether
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sufficient evidence supports each element of the offense beyond a reasonable doubt. Jackson,

443 U.S. at 319 (emphasis in original). The Rule 29 standard is the same, and the Court is

accordingly "entitled to consider all the record evidence" in ruling on the motion. United States

v. Hammond, 371 F.3d 776, 779 (11 th. Cir. 2004) ("a rule that would require the Court to ignore

evidence presented by the defendant that negates an element of the government's case would run

counter to the purpose of Rule 29(b), which is to protect the defendant's right to present a

defense.").

I. THE GOVERNMENT FAILED TO PROVE MR. GEISEN KNEW STATEMENTS
WERE FALSE WHEN HE MADE THEM OR THAT HE INTENDED TO DECEIVE
THE NRC.

The Supreme Court has affirmed that in cases involving elements of knowledge and

intent, courts must ensure federal criminal laws "reach only those with the level of culpability ...

we usually require in order to impose criminal liability." Arthur Andersen LLP v. United States,

544 U.S. 696, 705 (2005). Mr. Geisen's convictions run afoul of that basic proposition.

Knowledge

It is important to properly define "knowledge" in the context of this case. The question is

not whether Mr. Geisen had knowledge of individual, discrete facts at a point prior to the making

of statements to the NRC. It is whether he knew that the statements to the NRC were false.

United States v. Yeriman, 468 U.S. 63, 64 (1984) ("To establish a violation of § 1001, the

government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the statement was made with knowledge

of its falsity.") In this case, that is a distinction with a very significant difference. This is not
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Shabazz, where the statements at issue were obviously false on their face.4 Here, the statements

were technical in nature, used relative terms ("some accumulation", "representative of the

condition of the head", "generally good inspection"), and were part of an on-going exchange of

information between a regulator and a licensee. Thus, to prove Mr. Geisen guilty of the charged

offense, the government needed not only to prove that Mr. Geisen "knew" the facts that formed

the basis of knowledge for the statements FENOC made to the NRC, but also appreciated their

significance and inter-relation to such a degree that he "knew" the statements FENOC made to

the NRC were false.5 This is all, of course, a precondition to the next requirement -- proving Mr.

Geisen intended to deceive by making the statements. United States v. Ahmed, 472 F.3d 427,

433 (6" Cir. 2007)("a false statement charge under § 1001 ... effectively demands "an inquiry

into the defendant's state of mind and his intent to deceive at the time" of the statement).

In applying these standards to motions for judgments of acquittal in the context of

"knowledge" and "willfulness" under § 1001, it is helpful to examine what sorts of evidence

courts have found sufficient and insufficient. For example, in United States v. White, 492 F.3d

380, 396 (6th Cir. 2007), the Court found the knowledge element satisfied where the Defendant

instructed a colleague to include a "full charge" in a Medicare cost report because his business

4 In United States v. Shabazz, 2004 U.S.App.LEXIS 8589 (6th Cir. 2004), the defendant completed forms
claiming that disability benefits were spent on her brother's room and board during a period when she
knew that her brother was in prison.

5 The testimony of Allan Hiser frames this distinction. The government's theory was based on the
premise that exposure to video and photographic evidence of the past condition of the head would
inevitably lead a viewer to "know" that there was a problem with the Davis-Besse head and therefore to
know that the Serial Letters presented false and misleading information. But Mr. Hiser's testimony
regarding the "red photo" proves that proposition to be untrue. Mr. Hiser testified an NRC Resident
Inspector received the photo when it was taken in 2000 and did nothing with it, presumably because he
did not recognize it as evidence of a safety problem. These facts were not elicited to suggest that Davis-
Besse was excused from an obligation to submit materially accurate information. Rather, they
demonstrate the fundamental flaw in the government's premise that this was the type of information one
would immediately interpret as evidence of a problem, or, in the government's parlance, a "warning."
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had no "related party" costs despite the colleague's warning, during discussion about the report,

that related party costs actually existed. Likewise, in United States v. Arnous, 122 F.3d 321,

322-23 (6th Cir. 1997), the court found sufficient evidence of knowledge and willfulness where a

store owner provided a false answer to a question about a prior criminal conviction in a federal

benefits application, but claimed not to have read the question despite evidence that a colleague

read and discussed the application instructions with the Defendant and specifically discussed the

importance of the question about prior criminal convictions.

By contrast, courts have failed to find the requisite intent where the surrounding

circumstances are ambiguous, and the objective facts suggest that any false statement could well

have been made innocently. E.g. United States v. Qing ChangJiang, 476 F.3d 1026, 1030 (9th

Cir. 2007)(affirming grant of judgment of acquittal in false statements case where substantial

ambiguity existed about Defendant's arguably incorrect statement to a law enforcement official,

and thus there was an "insufficient basis upon which to conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that

Jiang intentionally made a false statement."). As the Eleventh Circuit explained in United States

v, Manapat, 928 F.2d 1097, 1101 (11 th Cir. 1991), in affirming dismissal of an indictment

alleging false response to FAA application:

[U]nlike other crimes, the crime of making a false statement is unique in that
there is no separately demonstrable actus reus. The actus reus and mens rea unite
into a single inquiry: Did the defendant know the statement was false when
made? ... we cannot allow juries to criminally convict a defendant based on their
guess as to what the defendant was thinking at the time the response was made.

This case falls squarely into the latter camp, and indeed, the Eleventh Circuit's decision

in Manapat describes exactly what occurred here. The jury did not have before it sufficient

evidence to determine beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. Geisen knew any statements to the

NRC were false when he made them. Instead, because of the nature of the evidence presented,

the jury was left to "guess" about what Mr. Geisen was thinking in 2001 based on evidence
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collected from across Davis-Besse by the government during an extended investigation after the

discovery of the cavity. That is plainly not enough.

Deliberate ignorance

The preceding discussion focuses on actual knowledge. That was the government's clear

and unambiguous theory of knowledge from the Indictment through the trial. At the close of the

evidence, however, the government switched its position and asked the Court to instruct the jury

on an alternative theory of knowledge -- deliberate ignorance. The Court expressed concern that

a deliberate ignorance instruction was at odds with the government's theory of the case:

I'm concerned about the theory of the case and the theory of the statute and their
intermeshing. It would appear to me the entire thrust of this case had to be or
was, I'm sorry, was that Messrs. Geisen and Cook had knowledge of the
incomplete nature of the inspections due to the inability to make a complete
inspection because of the presence of boric acid deposits on the head of the
reactor. If that is the case, then I don't believe it's deliberate indifference, it's
actual knowledge and failure to disclose. And I don't see how a deliberate
indifference charge, they may have been deliberately indifferent to their
responsibilities, but that's not what the deliberate indifference charge is to
reflect...

(Tr. 10/23 at 104-105). Despite that well-founded concern, the Court eventually included the

instruction in its final charge. The language, which tracked the Sixth Circuit's Pattern

Instruction, introduced for the first time the theory that the jury could convict Mr. Geisen if it

found he deliberately ignored a high probability that the submissions and presentations to the

NRC concealed material facts or included false statements.

For reasons set forth in greater detail below in support of Mr. Geisen's Rule 33 motion, it

was improper to instruct the jury on deliberate ignorance; the instruction was misused by the jury

to find guilt on an impermissible theory of negligence. But for the purpose of the Court's review

of the evidence under Rule 29, it is equally clear "deliberately ignorance" cannot serve as a

proxy for actual knowledge on the evidentiary record in this case.
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It is important to establish what deliberate ignorance is, and conversely, what it is not.

Criminal liability based upon a theory of deliberate ignorance must be based upon a defendant's

corrupt and intentional efforts to avoid knowledgefor the purpose of establishing a legal defense

to a charge that requires the proof of guilty knowledge. It is not, as the government suggested to

the Court, a way to prove actual knowledge of the defendant where the defendant claims a failure

of recollection at trial. The instruction is appropriate only "where evidence shows the defendant

attempted to escape conviction by deliberately closing his eyes to the obvious risk that he is

engaging in unlawful conduct." United States v. Ramos, 1994' U.S.App. LEXIS 28711, *8 (6th

Cir. 1994), quoting United States v. Gullett, 713 F.2d 1203, 1212 (6 th Cir. 1983)(emphasis

added); see also, United States v. Restrepo-Granda, 575 F.2d 524, 528 (5th Cir. 1978)("[t]he term

deliberate ignorance "denotes a conscious effort to avoid positive knowledge of a fact which is

an element of an offense charged, the defendant choosing to remain ignorant so he can plead lack

of positive knowledge in the event he should be caught."); Lara-Velasquez, 919 F.2d 946, 951

(5th Cir. 1990)("[t]he key aspect of deliberate ignorance is the conscious action of the

defendant...") Accordingly, a person subjectively aware of a high probability of illegal activity

cannot avoid criminal liability by purposely contriving to avoid learning of illegal conduct.

United States v. Ramos, 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 28711, *8 (6th Cir. 1994), quoting United States

v. Lara-Velasquez, 919 F.2d 946, 951 (5" Cir. 1990).

These decisions make clear that in order to be guilty of an offense that otherwise requires

actual knowledge the defendant must have taken an affirmative act with the specific intent of

avoiding exposure to facts indicating illegal conduct. The Fifth Circuit summed it up best, when

it explained that deliberate ignorance is reflected in a criminal defendant's actions which

suggest, in effect, "don't tell me, I don't want to know." Lara- Velasquez, 919 F.2d at 951
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quoting United States v. de Luna, 815 F.2d 301, 302 (5t Cir. 1987)(emphasis added.) And the

Sixth Circuit warned that giving the instruction is "rarely appropriate.. .because it is a rare

occasion when the prosecutor can present evidence that the defendant deliberately avoided

knowledge." Ramos, at 9, quoting United States v. de Francisco-Lopez, 939 F.2d 1405, 1409

( 1 0th Cir. 1992).

The government presented no evidence Mr. Geisen consciously or intentionally avoided

knowledge in order to avoid criminal liability. No witness claimed Mr. Geisen turned him away

when he tried to tell Mr. Geisen the Serial Letters were false or misleading. No witness

suggested Mr. Geisen had suspicions his statements to the NRC were false and intentionally

avoided information that would confirm such suspicions. No document or statement of Mr.

Geisen supported an inference that Mr. Geisen purposefully contrived to avoid learning of illegal

conduct. In seeking the deliberate ignorance instruction, the government cited Mr. Geisen's trial

testimony that he had no specific recollection of the "warning" e-mails he received." But Mr.

Geisen did not deny receiving the emails or claim he never read the emails; he acknowledged

receiving them but denied he took them a "warnings" that created knowledge a later

communication to the NRC was false. 6 That was the dispute at trial, which is why the

government's original use of the emails was to try to establish Mr. Geisen's actual knowledge of

6 The government's argument completely ignores the context of the communications. The e-mails
themselves were not presented as "warnings" by their sender, Prasoon Goyal. Nor did Mr. Goyal follow-
up any of the emails with conversations about their content with Mr. Geisen. In late 2000 and early 2001,
the emails, trip reports, and memoranda were all directed to actions required or recommended for the next
inspection. That inspection was to occur at the next refueling outage (13RFO). By the fall of 2001, when
the Serial Letters were prepared, planning for 13RFO was well underway, supervised not by Mr. Geisen
but by Mark McLaughlin. Mr. McLaughlin testified he planned to conduct a 100% inspection of the
head, by visual means where conditions permitted visual inspection, and by nondestructive examination
(NDE) where visual inspection was not possible. His plan addressed the concerns expressed in the
"warnings." The government ignored this fact, at one point instructing Agent Ulie to "set aside" a portion

(footnote continued on next page)
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facts. Guilt based upon a theory of deliberate ignorance cannot arise from facts that support guilt

based upon a theory of actual knowledge because a person who acknowledges having obtained

information cannot, by definition, be "ignorant" of that same information at all, much less

deliberately so. 7 Thus, "if evidence proves the defendant actually knew an operant fact, the same

evidence could not also prove he was ignorant of that fact. Logic simply defies that result."

United States v. de Francisco-Lopez, 939 F.2d 1405, 1410 (10th Cir. 1992).

In order to withstand a Rule 29 challenge, the evidence must show Mr. Geisen actually

knew statements were false when they were made and intended to deceive the NRC. It does

neither.

A. COUNT ONE

Count One of the Indictment alleged Mr. Geisen was involved in a scheme to conceal

material facts from the NRC. The government cited multiple documents and oral statements

(footnote continued from previous page)
of a statement describing the NDE portion of the 13RFO plan. The court should not do so in reviewing
the sufficiency of the evidence.

7 In fact, evidence and testimony elicited by the government proved not only that Mr. Geisen did not
deliberately ignore facts, but that he affirmatively acted to correct past misstatements when he recognized
them. For example, Steven Moffitt testified Mr. Geisen approached him upon learning past statements
about the 1998 and 2000 inspections were proven inaccurate by recent data review, and sought advice
about how to correct the error. The government presented Serial Letter 2735, which broke out individual
nozzle inspections in 1998 and 2000 and provided different information. The government will claim
Serial Letter 2735 failed to portray accurately the past inspections, and was therefore ineffective as a
corrective measure. But for the purpose of analyzing the issue of deliberate ignorance, such an argument
misses the point. The government will also argue information which came to Mr. Geisen in advance of
2735 should have caused him to doubt the reliability of his source (Mr. Siemaszko). But that also misses
the point. Regardless of what hindsight suggests Mr. Geisen should have realized or should have done,
the proper focus is on what the evidence shows that he did know and what the evidence proves that he did
do. And the trial record contained no evidence Mr. Geisen subjectively believed that illegal activity was
likely occurring and absolutely no evidence he took corrupt steps to avoid gaining incriminating
knowledge.
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attributed to Mr. Geisen and claimed, but never proved, that Mr. Geisen knew the documents and

statements referenced in connection with that count were false.

Serial Letters

The first document cited in Count One was Serial Letter 2731 ("2731") -- the initial

FENOC response to the NRC Bulletin. Notably, the government did not charge a stand-alone

false writing count with respect to 273 1, as it did with the four Serial Letter's that followed.

Rather, it alleged 2731 contained the following statements "deliberately omitted critical facts

concerning the inspections and limitations on accessibility":

" In 2000, "[i]nspection of the RPV head/nozzle area indicated some accumulation of boric
acid deposits." The government argued the word "some" failed to communicate
accurately the extent of the boric acid deposits discovered at the time of the inspection.

" "[T]he RPV head area was cleaned with demineralized water to the greatest extent
possible while maintaining the principles of As-Low-As-Reasonably-Achievable
(ALARA) regarding the dose." The government argued that, despite the qualifier "to the
greatest extent possible," this sentence failed to communicate the cleaning effort was not
entirely successful.

* Inspections were conducted "in accordance with DBNPS procedure NG-EN-00324,
"Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program." The government argued this statement was
untrue because the Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program required boric acid to be
cleaned when it was found on the reactor vessel head.

Counsel submit the government chose not to charge a stand-alone 2731 false writing

count because the statements in 2731 were, at most, insufficiently precise. But as to Mr. Geisen,

that is irrelevant because there was no evidence Mr. Geisen was involved in the drafting of those

statements of any other part of 2731. While the government introduced close to twenty emails

and draft circulated between FENOC engineers and licensing personnel debating specific
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language and questioning the accuracy of sentences, 8 there was no evidence that Mr. Geisen

received any of those documents or was privy to those discussions. Mr. Geisen reviewed the

finished document in the'days before its submission as part of the "Green Sheet" review. In

conducting that review, Mr. Geisen focused on sections of 2731 relevant to his department

(Design Engineering) and verified that appropriate people from his staff had reviewed and

contributed to the document. He did not pay special attention to the section regarding past

inspections.

Mr. Geisen's Green Sheet review was, by his own admission, inadequate. On cross-

examination, Mr. Geisen testified that he had satisfied himself that the Serial Letter was accurate

but agreed that his standard, namely whether the response "sounded right to him," fell below his

responsibility to verify the technical accuracy of the document. However, failure to conduct an

adequate Green Sheet review is not a crime. And proof of inadequate job performance does not

substitute for proof of knowledge and corrupt intent.

The allegation that Mr. Geisen knew 2731 contained false and misleading statements was

not supported by the evidence. The government introduced eight documents9 as the basis of its

argument that Mr. Geisen possessed the necessary "knowledge." But while the documents may,

arguably, support an inference that facts were communicated to Mr. Geisen prior to FENOC's

8 Government exhibits 30, 32-35, 41-54, and 57. For example, Dale Wuokko wrote on a draft of Serial
Letter 2731, "Rod - See Comments on Letter. Why is the "90% being deleted? To me, this letter is not
"complete and accurate" as required by 50.9 without it." Government exhibit 50. Mr. Goyal wrote in an
email "[w]e do not say anywhere in our response to the bulletin that inspection thru the mouse holes
creates an impediment for 100 % visual examination. (management need to know this.)" Government
exhibit 57.

9 Those documents, as identified in the government's examinations of Mr. Goyal, Mr. Geisen, and closing
argument, were government exhibits 22, 23, 25-28, 36, and 40. Six of the eight documents pre-dated the
issuance of the Bulletin. All eight pre-dated the filing of 2731.
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response to the NRC, they do not support an inference that Mr. Geisen "well knew," to use the

Indictment's language, 2731 was false.

The first three documents, government exhibits 22, 23, and 25, relate to findings at the

Oconee Power Plant, which was the first plant to discover "popcorn"-type boric acid deposits as

a result of circumferential nozzle cracking. Two of the documents, were emails from Mr. Goyal

to Mr. Siemaszko on which Mr. Geisen was one of multiple "cc" recipients. One was sent nine

months before 2731 was filed, the other close to six months prior. The third was a trip report

from Mr. Goyal to Mr. Swim carbon-copied to Mr. Geisen and others eight months before 2731

was filed. The message of the documents, taken together, was that Oconee discovered the boric

acid deposits because it had a clean head for inspection and that five Davis-Besse nozzles were

of the same heat (or batch) of metal as nine nozzles at Oconee found to have cracks.

Government's exhibits 26 and 27 were written by Mr. Goyal and contained information

about the 2000 inspection. Exhibit 26, a memorandum, was reviewed by Mr. Goyal's

supervisor, and approved by Mr. Geisen. Exhibit 27, an email, was sent to Mr. Siemaszko, and

cc'ed to Mr. Geisen and three others. Both documents reported large boric acid deposits from a

leaking flange prevented inspection of some CRDM nozzles. at the 2000 inspection. It is

noteworthy that the email was sent to Mr. Siemaszko, who performed the 2000 inspection, and

the memorandum noted that in 2000 the flange was repaired and the head was cleaned.

Government's exhibits 28 and 36, were written by Mr. Goyal and referenced Mr. Goyal's

long-standing' 0 request to cut inspection holes in the service structure of the Davis-Besse reactor

vessel head. Exhibit 28, a July 12, 2001 memorandum, was sent to Mr. Swim and cc'ed to Mr.

10 The government spent the better part of two days of testimony on Mr. Goyal's condition report (96-
551 ) describing his 1996 effort to inspect the reactor vessel head. It did not, however, produce any
evidence that Mr. Geisen saw that condition report prior to the discovery of the cavity in 2002.
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Geisen and others. Exhibit 36, an August 11, 2001 email, was sent to Mr. Geisen and Mr. Swim.

Buried in the third paragraph of exhibit 36 was a statement that during the August 11 meeting

that Mr. Geisen did not attend, "it was pointed out that they were not able to clean the head

through the mouseholes." Mr. Goyal never discussed the meeting or either email with Mr.

Geisen.

Government's exhibit 40, was an August 17, 2001 email from Mr. Goyal to Steve Fyfitch

at Framatome on which Mr. Geisen was one of four "cc" recipients. In the email, Mr. Goyal

asks whether Davis-Besse could go back to the 1998 inspection as a baseline for a crack growth

model, not taking credit for a 2000 inspection. The email also states that Davis-Besse will

perform a 100% qualified visual examination in 2002 with volumetric examination of any places

where a visual examination cannot be performed.

The government repeatedly referred to these eight documents as "warnings." But that

characterization reflects the wisdom afforded the government through hindsight. The evidence

shows that, in real time, Mr. Geisen did not view the communications as warnings at all. The

evidence also shows the documents did not cause Mr. Geisen to question theiaccuracy of

FENOC's later statements to the NRC. Those are the only pertinent questions. Whether the

documents could have been warnings under a standard of due care is simply not the relevant

inquiry in a criminal case alleging the making of knowing and intentional false statements.

For example, the government suggested in argument the documents relating to Oconee

"warned" Mr. Geisen about the need for a clean head in order to conduct inspections. But the

evidence also showed that at the time these documents were sent to Mr. Geisen, he believed the
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head had been successfully cleaned.l I Indeed, the June 27, 2001 memorandum from Mr. Goyal

(exhibit 26) stated that the head had been cleaned. It is difficult to understand, therefore, how

these communications could have served as a warning to Mr. Geisen, much less conferred a level

of knowledge sufficient to support a conviction. The government proved, through other

evidence, that the head was not completely cleaned in 2000, but there was no evidence Mr.

Geisen became aware of that fact prior to the issuance of Serial Letter 273 1.

The government also argued the documents "warned" Mr. Geisen that the 2000

inspection was not a complete inspection due to flange leakage. But Mr. Geisen knew that to be

true before he received the documents. The government established Mr. Geisen approved a

pressure-water cleaning of the head in 2000 and Mr. Geisen testified he knew from that time

boric acid had been found on the head at the start of that inspection. To the extent the documents

confirmed what Mr. Geisen's already knew to be true, it is unclear what impact a rational juror

would expect them to have on Mr. Geisen's state of mind.

Finally, the government argued the documents proved Mr. Geisen knew the lack of holes

in the service structure made cleaning and inspection efforts difficult. Again, had Mr. Geisen

drawn that from those documents, it would have confirmed what he already knew. As the

government demonstrated through other documents and testimony, the issue of openings in the

service structure had been discussed at the plant for many years. That it was re-raised by Mr.

1 Mr. Geisen's testimony that he believed the head to have been successfully cleaned in 2000 was
unchallenged. Indeed, it was supported by the plant-wide newsletter published during that time, which
commended Mr. Siemaszko for his successful cleaning of the head, and was consistent with the testimony
of Mark McLaughlin, who held the same belief. Defense Exhibit 5. While the Court must draw all
inferences in favor of the government in its Rule 29 review, it is not required to draw inferences in the
absence of evidence or to reject unchallenged testimony merely because it was presented by the defense.
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Goyal in the summer of 2001 can hardly be extrapolated into a "warning" to Mr. Geisen that

statements he made to the NRC were false.

Count One also referenced four Serial Letters submitted subsequent to 2731. However,

unlike the allegation that 2731 "deliberately omitted critical facts", count one alleged that Serial

Letters 2735, 2741, 2744, and 2745 contained affirmative false statements. In its Opposition to

Mr. Geisen's pre-trial motion arguing against the multiplicitousness of the indictment, the

government conceded "some potential for confusion exists in that paragraphs six, nine, ten and

eleven of Count One (elements of the "manner and means" of the scheme to conceal) reference

false statements subsequently charged in Counts Two through Five." Document 78, page 10.

Mr. Geisen was acquitted of count two (relating to Serial Letter 2735) and count five

(relating to Serial Letter 2745). Certainly, the rejection of evidence relating to those two Serial

Letters precludes the Court from sustaining the count one conviction on that same evidence. 12

Mr. Geisen was found guilty of count three (relating to Serial Letter 2741) and count four

(relating to Serial Letter 2744). The insufficiency of the evidence regarding those Serial Letters

is discussed in detail in the following two sections of this motion and counsel incorporates those

arguments into this discussion of count One.

12 The jury's acquittals on counts two (2735) and five (2745) were compelled by the lack of any evidence
regarding knowledge and intent on 2735 and by the lack of evidence of any involvement by Mr. Geisen
on 2745. The alleged false statements in 2735 were contained in and based upon the nozzle-by-nozzle
table that the government conceded Mr. Siemaszko prepared. The government focused on the footnote to
the table stating the 1996 inspection was devoid of head orientation narration and therefore a nozzle-by-
nozzle review could not be performed. While these statements proved to be untrue, there was no
evidence that Mr. Geisen knew them to be untrue or approved their submission to the NRC with the intent
to deceive the NRC. With respect to 2745, the government produced no evidence whatsoever tying Mr.
Geisen to the preparation of that document.
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Presentations and conference calls

Count One also alleged that Mr. Geisen made false statements in oral presentationsto the

NRC. The first such presentation allegedly occurred during an October 3, 2001, conference call

between the NRC and FENOC. Notes of the conversation establish that Mr. Geisen reported

that FENOC conducted a "100% inspection of the head with the exception of five or six nozzles

where inspection was precluded because of flange leakage." While Mr. Geisen's statement

regarding the extent of boric acid coverage was later proven to be inaccurate, there was no

evidence Mr. Geisen knew it to be inaccurate on October 3, 2001. Mr. Geisen testified that he

communicated information to the NRC that he received either from other engineers at Davis-

Besse or from Framatome, and had not reviewed videotapes in preparation for that call. The

government provided no evidence to the contrary, and elicited no testimony Mr. Geisen was told

that information he communicated during the call was incorrect.

The evidence is virtually identical with the respect to the allegation in count one that Mr.

Geisen made a false statement during a meeting with the NRC Technical Assistants on October

11, 2001. During that meeting, Mr. Geisen presented a slide that reported all CRDM nozzles

were verified to be free from "popcorn" type deposits using video recordings from the 1998 and

2000 inspections. No evidence contradicted Mr. Geisen's testimony that he received that

information from Mr. Siemaszko, who was reviewing past videos to prepare a nozzle-by-nozzle

table at that time. No evidence suggested that Mr. Geisen was warned the statement he made to

the Technical Assistants on October 11, 2001 was false. In fact, a witness called by the

government, Steven Moffitt, testified that Mr. Geisen edited the slide before it was presented to

make sure it did not communicate a stronger casethan Mr. Geisen then believed was true.
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Evidence regarding the week after the October 11, 2001 meeting further undercuts an

inference of guilty knowledge and corrupt intent on the part of Mr. Geisen. After the meeting,

Mr. Geisen received data from Mr. Siemaszko that contradicted the above-referenced slide from

the October 11, 2001, meeting. Mr. Moffitt testified Mr. Geisen brought that new information to

him, sought to correct the mistake, and never made any effort to cover up or conceal the accurate

information once he received it.

In its closing the government did not argue Mr. Geisen knew he was presenting false

information to the NRC on October 11, 2001. Instead, it criticized Mr. Geisen for using the

word "verified" in a slide when Mr. Siemaszko had not finished compiling his data for the table.

Drawing all inferences in favor of the government, a rational juror could conclude Mr. Geisen

used "verified" when he should have used "believed." But based on testimony from the

government's own witness about Mr. Geisen's statements and actions, a rational juror could not

find beyond a reasonable doubt Mr. Geisen knowingly made false statements to the Technical

Assistants during that meeting or that he intended to deceive the NRC.

The next alleged false oral statement occurred at an October 24, 2001 meeting between

FENOC and the NRC. Mr. Geisen again presented slides, including a revised version of the

slide at issue from the October 11, 2001 meeting. By October 24, that slide had been updated to

reflected information presented to the NRC in Serial Letter 2735 and gathered by Mr. Geisen

from Mr. Siemaszko. It also added a statement, derived from Mr. Siemaszko, reporting that

eyewitness accounts served as a source for some information regarding past inspections.

Again, the government proved, arguably, that Mr. Siemaszko did not speak with all the

necessary engineers involved in the past inspections (although he apparently spoke extensively

with Mr. Goyal.) It also proved that information provided by Mr. Siemaszko regarding the
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quality of the past inspections was incorrect. But the government introduced no evidence

supporting an inference Mr. Geisen knew those facts to be false when he presented the slide on

October 24, 2001.13 Again, in its closing the government did not argue that Mr. Geisen knew

that statement to be false. Rather, it argued FENOC14 represented information was gathered

using video recordings and eyewitness accounts but had not spoken to Mr. Goyal, who

performed the 1996 inspection.

Count One of the Indictment does not mention a November 8, 2001 meeting at which Mr.

Geisen showed videotapes of the past inspections to members of the NRC Staff.. But the

government elicited extensive testimony about that meeting from Allen Hiser.15 The

government then argued that the events of November 8, 2001 proved Mr. Geisen's "knowledge."

But even drawing all inferences in favor of the government, the evidence does not support a

finding of guilty knowledge, much less criminal intent.

Mr. Hiser testified Mr. Geisen did not show the entire 1996 videotape to the staff.16 But

whether the entire tape was shown is not really the issue. The issue is whether Mr. Geisen's

13 Indeed, the factual content of the slide was pulled almost entirely from 2735, on which the jury
acquitted Mr. Geisen.

14 It was a constant theme of the government's case that FENOC took certain actions, or knew certain
things, notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Geisen was charged in his individual capacity and should not
have been culpable for knowledge held collectively by the company.

15 Evidence of the November 8, 2001 meeting, although alleged nowhere in the Indictment, could only
relate to count one as the meeting post-dated the submission of the Serial Letters cited in the other counts
of the indictment.

16 While counsel does not question that Mr. Hiserbelieves that to be the case, the evidence suggests
otherwise. According to Mr. Hiser, the 1996 tape was shown for around 30 minutes. The entire tape,
government exhibit 4B, is approximately 27 minutes long. Even accepting Mr. Hiser's testimony that Mr.
Geisen paused, rewound, and fast-forward the tape, the evidence does not support the allegation that Mr.
Geisen omitted portions of the tape.
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actions on November 8, 2001 could support a legally valid, non-speculative conclusion that he

possessed guilty knowledge or corrupt intent at that time. The answer is no.

First, it was it was clear and uncontroverted that Mr. Geisen neither set the meeting nor

knew it was going to occur when he traveled to Washington, D.C. on November 8, 2001.

Rather, upon arriving after the rest of the FENOC team, he was told that later that day he would

show videotapes to the NRC. Between when he was told of that assignment and when he

reported to the NRC to show the tapes, Mr. Geisen was in meetings and did not view or edit the

tapes.

Second, while Mr. Hiser testified on direct testimony that Mr. Geisen "controlled the

remote" and skipped back-and-forth through the tape, he was forced to admit on cross-

examination that he was not sure there even was a remote control and that Mr. Geisen fast-

forwarded, rewound, and paused the tape as requested by the Staff. Most importantly, Mr. Hiser

conceded that during the showing of the tapes, he "never had the impression at all" that Mr.

Geisen was selectively presenting elements of the tape.

The government also elicited testimony (which Mr. Geisen confirmed) that after the NRC

staff noted the poor quality of the 1998 tape, Mr. Geisen said "if you think the 1998 tape is bad,

the 2000 tape is worse.'17 Thus, the government argued, Mr. Geisen must have viewed the 2000

videotape prior to the November 8, 2001 meeting, and if he viewed the tape, he must have

17 Mr. Geisen testified that his statement regarding the 2000 video referred to the quality of the recording,
not to the condition of the head. The government argued in closing that Mr. Geisen was speaking to the
condition of the head. Drawing all inferences in favor of the government, and assuming for purposes of
argument that Mr. Geisen was speaking to the condition of the head, it is difficult to reconcile such a
statement with the government's allegation that Mr. Geisen was trying to conceal the condition of the
head from the NRC.
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known that the condition of the head was worse than had been represented. That argument is

simply not supported by the entire record.

The government proved Mr. Geisen was involved in the preparation and review of 2744,

which was filed with the NRC more than one week before the November 8, 2001, meeting. It

included fourteen photographs pulled from the 2000 videotape and a caption, written by Mr.

Geisen, which described how the lighting and video camera optics created an orange coloration

on all of the pictures. Given that evidence (elicited and offered by the government) a conclusion

that Mr. Geisen's statement about the 2000 tape proved he viewed the 2000 tape and appreciated

its significance prior the November 8, 2001 meeting would be pure speculation, unsupported by

any evidence. 18

The illogic of that speculation is proven by the events that followed the November 8,

2001 meeting. The government proved that FENOC, at Mr. Geisen's suggestion, sent Mr.

Siemaszko to the NRC on November 14, 2001 to answer questions about the inspection and

cleaning he performed in 2000 and about his review of the past inspection videos demonstrates

the fallacy of the government's first argument. Mr. Geisen's suggestion of such a meeting

undercuts any inference that Mr. Geisen doubted Mr. Siemaszko's credibility or knew the falsity

of Mr. Siemaszko's inputs in 2735 and 2744.

18 On this issue, John Martin's testimony would be irrelevant assuming the jury understood the distinction
between "as left" and "as found." The tapes shown at the November 8, 2001 meeting were "as found"
tapes -- i.e. taken at the beginning of the inspection and prior to any cleaning effort. That is the inspection
relevant to a search for "popcorn" deposits because cleaning would wash away such deposits. Indeed,
Mr. Siemaszko's chart, and the discussion of past inspections contained in each Serial Letter after 2731
focused on the "as found" condition of the head. Mr. Martin's discussion with Mr. Geisen focused on
when Mr. Geisen learned the head had not been cleaned in 2000. Even if the Court credited Mr. Martin's
testimony that Mr. Geisen said he saw videos in August 2001 (a conclusion contradicted by the remainder
of that very sentence), he would have been referring to "as left" tapes, as "as found" tapes would have
been irrelevant to the state of cleaning coming out of the inspection.
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B. COUNT THREE.

Count Three of the Indictment charged Mr. Geisen with submitting a false writing in

connection with FENOC's submission of Serial Letter 2741. The jury returned a guilty verdict

on that count.

As an initial matter, it is noteworthy that the jury's verdict on Count Three is inconsistent

and irreconcilable with its acquittals of Mr. Geisen on Counts Two and Five. Count Three

charged that Serial Letter 2741 contained five statements "well known" to Mr. Geisen to be

false. 19 Those statements were copied directly from 2735 into 2741. Indeed, the quoted

statements in Counts Two and Three of the Indictment are identical, down to the quotation marks

and bracketed capital letters. The first two statements in both counts precisely track the false

statement alleged in Count Five. Yet, the jury acquitted Mr. Geisen on Counts Two and Five,

and found him guilty on count Three.

The verdicts can only be reconciled if the government introduced evidence that Mr.

Geisen acquired knowledge of the falsity of one or more of the charged statements after October

17 and before October 30. There was no such evidence. The evidence was undisputed that Mr.

Geisen learned two facts before the submission of 2735 on October 17: (1) Mr. Siemaszko's

initial opinion that all nozzles could be viewed using either 1 RFO or 12RFO results was

incorrect, and (2) the head had not been entirely cleaned at the end of the 2000 outage. The jury

correctly concluded discovery of those two facts did not prove Mr. Geisen "knew" 2735

contained false statements or intended to deceive the NRC, as evidenced by the Count Two

19 The first three of the specified "false" statements described the inspection conducted and recorded
during 10 RFO in 1996; the fourth concerned the inspections conducted in 10, 11, and 12 RFO, and the
statement that those inspections had been "whole head visual inspections" conducted in accordance with
the Boric Acid Corrosion Control procedure; and the final "false" statement described the cleaning that
was conducted in 12 RFO, and the "as-left" condition of the head after 12 RFO.
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acquittal. It also concluded Mr. Geisen did not understand Mr. Siemaszko's statements

regarding the 1996 inspection to be false, either at the time of 2735 or at the time of 2745, as

evidenced by the Count Five acquittal. It is impossible to reconcile the jury's Count 3 guilty

verdict with its Count Two and Five acquittals. 20

The Count Three verdict is also unsupported by the evidence. There was no testimony

whatsoever about Mr. Geisen having any role in the drafting of 2741. He did not draft any part

of the document, he did not edit any part of the document, and he was not involved in any

discussions about its content. No document tied Mr. Geisen to the preparation of the document.

He was not asked a single question about it on cross-examination. In the absence of any

evidence, a rational juror could not find beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. Geisen participated

in the drafting of the document.

The only evidence connecting Mr. Geisen to 2741 was his signature on the Green Sheet.

As with 2731, the government focused on what the Green Sheet review should have been, rather

than what it was. This is because there was no evidence that Mr. Geisen's Green Sheet review

included a detailed analysis of the document or an independent check of the data supporting the

statements in the letter.

The government's argument regarding false statement liability as a result of the Green

Sheet review would be apt if the Green Sheets were submitted to the NRC as an independent

affirmation of a document's accuracy. They were not. They were internal documents used as

20 It is equally difficult to reconcile with the jury's acquittal of Mr. Cook on Count 3. 2741, at one time,
included an extended discussion of masking boric acid deposits written by Mr. Cook. It was removed
after Mr. Lockwood advised Mr. Cook that the question asked about past inspections and the answer
spoke to future inspections. The government focused wholly on Mr. Cook in presenting evidence on
2741. While an acquittal of Mr. Cook on this count made sense, an acquittal of Mr. Cook accompanied
by a conviction of Mr. Geisen defies any reasonable construction of the evidence.
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part of a quality control process at the plant. They failed, in part because reviewers (on some

documents as many as 14) failed to follow their assigned duties. 21 But those failures do not

confer "knowledge" of the falsity of statements in the letters. And those failures do not support

criminal liability under 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Because that flawed theory is the only one upon

which the jury could have convicted Mr. Geisen on Count Three, given the complete absence of

any other evidence of Mr. Geisen's involvement with 2741,22 the Court must enter a judgment of

acquittal.

C. COUNT FOUR.

Serial Letter 2744 ("2744") was filed with the NRC on October 30, 2001 and formed the

basis for Count Four of the Indictment. The Court should enter a judgment of acquittal on Count

Four because the government presented no evidence from which a reasonable inference could be

drawn that Mr. Geisen knew 2744 contained false statements or intended to deceive the NRC by

its submission.

The Indictment cited six specific statements in 2744. Two of the statements,. regarding

results of the 1996 inspection, were reproductions from 2735 of statements accompanying Mr.

Siemaszko's nozzle-by-nozzle table. The government made virtually no reference to this portion

21 It was also clear from the evidence that others at FENOC believed their Green Sheet duties did not
require a line-by-line review of the technical accuracy of the document. For example, Mr. Moffitt
testified he believed the responsibility of a green sheet reviewer was to ensure relevant people had input
into the document and the document addressed the appropriate range of issues.

22 In its closing, the government made reference to an email sent to Mr. Geisen on November 15, 2001
regarding results of a gap analysis by SIA and argued that because FENOC decided not to pass along that
information to the NRC, Mr. Geisen failed to "comply with 50.9." That argument, while in conflict with
the unchallenged testimony of Mark McLaughlin that the decision not to forward that information was (1)
not made by Mr. Geisen, and (2) made because FENOC chose to maintain a conservative argument also
ignores the fact that Serial Letter 2741 was filed with the NRC on November 1 -- two weeks before the
email was sent to Mr. Geisen. It certainly cannot support a finding that Mr. Geisen knew that 2741 was
false when it was sent or that Mr. Geisen intended to deceive the NRC through its transmission.
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of 2744 at trial, and it is reasonable to assume the jury did not base its verdict on Count Four on

these statements, as such a verdict would be inconsistent and irreconcilable with its verdict on

Count Two for the same reasons set forth in the preceding section. Such a verdict would also

directly conflict with the jury's acquittal of Mr. Geisen on Count Five, which cited to virtually

identical statements contained in Serial Letter 2745, filed two days after 2744. That acquittal

suggests the jury properly concluded the evidence did not establish Mr. Geisen's knowledge of

the falsity of these repeated statements when 2744 and 2745 were filed with the NRC.

At trial, the government focused on photographs of the past inspections and captions

attached to the photographs. Even assuming the falsity 23 of the captions, the undisputed

evidence regarding the construction of 2744 does not support a reasonable conclusion that Mr.

Geisen knew the captions were false or intended to deceive the NRC by writing them.

Mr. Geisen compiled the photographs presented in 2744. He did so by asking Mr.

Siemaszko to provide him with representative photographs from the prior inspections. Every

photograph Mr. Geisen received from Mr. Siemaszko in response to that request was included in

2744. Many of the photographs Mr. Siemaszko provided showed boric acid in significant

23 Review of the trial record suggests the government failed to prove the captions were false. For
example, the Indictment cited a caption claiming photographs were "representative" of the condition of
the head at the 1996 outage, when the head was "relatively clean and afforded a generally good
inspection." (The government noticed Melvin Holmberg as an expert on those particular statements, but
did not elicit an opinion on the caption from Mr. Holmberg.) The Indictment also cited a caption
claiming a photograph of nozzle 19 during the 2000 outage (which showed significant boron build-up)
failed to show the "greater" extent of boron on the head during that outage. (The government made no
argument regarding that caption in its closing.) Subjective phrases such as "relatively clean", "generally
good", and "representative" cannot form the basis for a false statement conviction in the absence of
objective evidence of bad faith, clearly lacking here. The allegation regarding the 1998 inspection shows
why. The Indictment carves one clause out of a seven-sentence caption describing the inspection. It
omits reference to the remainder of the caption. But the remainder of the caption explains that 50 drives
were sufficiently unobscured to permit a good video inspection (necessarily meaning the remaining 19
were not inspectable) and explains the array of photos "attempted to capture... all of the outermost
drives..." No reasonable juror could find the "representativeness" claim related to the entire head.
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quantities around nozzles. The government argued other photographs would have shown more

boric acid. But there was no evidence Mr. Geisen omitted photographs from the group he

received from Mr. Siemaszko. And there was also no evidence Mr. Geisen knew of other

photographs depicting larger boric acid deposits.

2744 also included captions for the photographs written by Mr. Geisen. Mr. Geisen

wrote the captions based on information he received from Mr. Siemaszko. Some of the captions

provided basic orientation, such as the number of the nozzle shown in a photograph. Some of

the captions described methodology Mr. Siemaszko used, such as why a particular nozzle was

called a "non-leaker" despite the presence of boric acid on its uphill interface. Some of the

captions communicated information Mr. Geisen believed Mr. Siemaszko had gathered from

engineers who performed the prior inspections, such as why a particular pile of boron did not

pose a threat to the head from a corrosion standpoint. 24 It was unchallenged that Mr. Geisen

based his statements on information he received from Mr. Siemaszko. And the government

presented no evidence Mr. Geisen was cautioned by Mr. Siemaszko, or by anyone else, that the

captions were inaccurate or misleading.

In order to conclude Mr. Geisen knowingly made false statements in connection with the

filing of 2744, a jury would have had concluded that Mr. Geisen had conducted a detailed review

24 In its closing, the government was critical of FENOC for making statements about the 1996 inspection

without consulting Mr. Goyal. The evidence showed, however, that Mr. Siemaszko spoke at length with
Mr. Goyal about the 1996 inspection. Mr. Goyal testified he told Mr. Siemaszko he could not determine
the meaning of audio cues on the tape and therefore which nozzle was being shown. Moreover, Mr.
Goyal's 1996 condition report (96-551) unambiguously reflects Mr. Goyal's conclusion that the boric
acid he found on the head did not present a corrosion threat due to the high operating temperature of the
Davis-Besse head. Based upon that evidence, no rational juror could find the government proved, beyond
a reasonable doubt, the Mr. Siemaszko knew statements regarding the lack of head orientation or the
corrosion concern posed by the boron found in 1996 were false, let alone Mr. Geisen., who relied entirely
upon Mr. Siemaszko.
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of the videotapes of the past inspections prior to October 30, 2001 and understood from such a

review the falsity of Mr. Siemaszko's statements to him. There was simply no evidence that Mr.

Geisen undertook such review at any point prior to the discovery of the cavity, not to mention

during the period prior to the submission of 2744. Thus, while the Court must draw all

inferences in favor of the government in reviewing a Rule 29 motion, there is simply no evidence

from which a rational juror could have found that Mr. Geisen had the level of knowledge

necessary to support a conviction on Count Four.

II. THE GOVERNMENT FAILED TO ESTABLISH THE USE OR EXISTENCE OF A
"SCHEME".

Count One of the Indictment alleged Mr. Geisen concealed material facts known to him

from the NRC by use of tricks, schemes, or devices. The requirement that the government prove

use of a "scheme, trick, or device" ,in connection with a concealment offense in 18 U.S.C 1001(a)

presumably guarantees that a conviction for a criminal offense be based upon a defendant's

affirmative act, rather than merely a failure to act, That conclusion is supported by the inclusion

of a "duty to disclose" element with respect to a concealment offense -- an element not included

in false statement or writing offenses punishable by 18 U.S.C. 1001(b). The requirement of

proof of involvement of a "scheme" reflects the basic tenet in the criminal law: a person is

criminal culpable only upon proof of a prohibited act accompanied by the requisite intent. See

United States v. Manapat, 928 F.2d at 1101 (noting general rule and fact that § 1001 liability

requires both an actus reus and mens rea).

In this case, the government presented no evidence that Mr. Geisen was engaged in a

scheme. As predicted in Mr. Geisen's opening statement, the government elicited no testimony

that Mr. Geisen and his co-defendant, ever spoke or otherwise communicated about any of the

Bulletin responses at issue. While there was testimony about communications between Mr.
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Geisen and Mr. Siemaszko, no witness suggested, and no document indicated, that Mr. Geisen

and Mr. Siemaszko ever schemed to deceive the NRC. There was simply no evidence in support

of that allegation in the Indictment. In recognition of that absence of evidence, the government

did not speak a single time in its closing argument about an alleged scheme involving Mr.

Geisen. Nor did any witness testify that Mr. Geisen was engaged in a scheme. On that fact

alone, the Court should grant judgment of acquittal on Count One.

III. THE EVIDENCE FAILED TO PROVE MATERIALITY OF THE STATEMENTS

WITHOUT A FATAL VARIANCE FROM THE INDICTMENT.

The Indictment alleged materiality of statements attributed to Mr. Geisen on the grounds

that the NRC relied upon the statements in granting Davis-Besse's request to continue operations

into 2002. Despite the government's arguments to the contrary, those allegations were

incorporated by reference into each charging count of the Indictment. Yet, from the witness

stand, the government's own witness testified that the NRC's decision to allow Davis-Besse to

continue operations was based upon compensatory measures and not upon the statements

attributed to Mr. Geisen. The government's first witness, Brian Sheron, conceded the NRC

decided to shut Davis-Besse down after receiving and reviewing the Serial Letters and relented

only when FENOC proposed a series of compensatory measures such as a low operating

temperature and a dedicated operator in the control room.

It is axiomatic that the indictment serves to provide notice to the defendant of what he is

expected to defend against. Epstein v. United States, 174 F.2d 754 (6" Cir. 1949)( "A defendant

in a criminal case is entitled to know what he is charged with; and he is entitled to be tried on the

charges brought against him.") An indictment must be a "plain, concise, and definite written

statement of the essential facts constituting the offense charged." Fed. R. Crim. P. 7(c)(1). Rule
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7(c) implements the protections of the Fifth and Sixth Amendments of the United States

Constitution, which mandate that the accused must "be informed of the nature and cause of the

accusation." Thus, an indictment enables the accused to prepare his defense by providing a

description of the charge against him, Hamling v. United States, 418 U.S. 87, 117 (1974); United

States v. Stansfield, and by setting forth each element of the crime that it charges. Almendarez-

Torres v. United States, 523 U.S. 224, 228, 140 L. Ed. 2d 350, 118 S. Ct. 1219 (1998).

Here, the government set forth the elements of the offense, described the nature and cause

of the accusation, and then attempted to walk away from that notice when its proof wholly failed

to support its Indictment. In so doing, it violated Mr. Geisen's Sixth Amendment right to be

informed of the nature and cause of the accusation.

A constructive amendment of an indictment occurs when the presentation of evidence

and jury instructions so modify essential elements of the offense charged that there is a

substantial likelihood that the defendant may have been convicted of an offense other than the

one charged in the indictment. United States v. Budd, 496 F.3d 517, 521 (6 th Cir. 2007) citing

United States v. Smith, 320 F.3d 647 (6 th Cir. 2003). A constructive amendment is per se

prejudicial and grounds for reversal of a conviction. United States v. Prince, 214 F.3d 740, 756

(6 th Cir. 2000).

A variance occurs "when the charging terms [of the indictment] are unchanged, but the

evidence at trial proves facts materially different from those alleged in the indictment." Id., at

756-57. If the divide between the charged offense and the trial proof "infringes too strongly

upon the defendant's Sixth Amendment right to be informed of the nature and cause of the

accusation, the variance is considered a 'constructive amendment."' Id., at 757 (emphasis in
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original) A conviction must be overturned if the demonstrated variance affected some

substantial right of the defendant. Budd, 496 F.3d at 521.

In this case, while Mr. Geisen submits the government's actions amounted to a

constructive amendment, the Court need not decide that issue. For even if the change is

construed as a variance, that variance affected Mr. Geisen's substantial right to be provided

meaningful notice of the charge that he was to defend against. The government indicted this

case on the allegation that the NRC's decision was "based on the information contained in the

Serial Letters." Mr. Geisen prepared his defense to meet that charge. As in all criminal cases, it

was the government's burden to produce evidence to satisfy the elements of the offense it

charged.25 It failed to do so.

IV. CONCLUSION

In reviewing Mr. Geisen's Rule 29 motion at the close of the government's case, the

Court noted there is often no direct evidence of a person's knowledge and that state of mind is

often derived from circumstantial evidence. But in this case, the circumstantial evidence does

not support a conclusion that Mr. Geisen possessed knowledge the Serial Letter contained false

statements or that his oral statements were inaccurate and misleading. At most, the

circumstantial evidence suggests he had been exposed to facts that should have led him to

question more critically whether certain statements were accurate. There was no evidence that

would have allowed a rational juror to find beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. Geisen connected

25 The government's argument that "based on the information contained in the Serial Letter" was
"introductory" ignores that the paragraph was specifically incorporated into each charging count.
Indictment at 5, paragraph 15. That incorporation paragraph was included by the government to satisfy
the requirement that the indictment set forth each element of the crime charged. The paragraph was in the
means by which the government alleged materiality of the statements. To describe it as "introductory" is
disingenuous.
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the dots, or understood the significance of unconnected facts that flowed to him. And the

evidence certainly does not support the further conclusion that Mr. Geisen had the intent to

deceive the NRC by his actions. A rational juror could only reach that conclusion through

speculation, which cannot substitute for evidence of criminally-culpable knowledge and intent

necessary to support a conviction.

MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL

For the reasons set forth above, the government failed to establish basic elements of the

18 U.S.C. § 1001 charges it brought against Mr. Geisen. Its evidence focused heavily on

FENOC's failures and on the falsity of the statements -- issues which Mr. Geisen largely

conceded in his own testimony before the jury. But evidence of Mr. Geisen's individual

knowledge and intent was lacking. If the Court determines, after reviewing the evidence in the

light most favorable to the government, that it must deny Mr. Geisen's Rule 29 motion, it should

exercise its broad power under Fed. R. Crim. P. 33 and vacate the judgment as being against the

manifest weight of the evidence. This is the rare case in which extremely weak government

evidence was obscured by extraneous considerations and improperly, albeit unintentionally,

bolstered by a-jury instruction that has been acknowledged to create a risk of miscarriage of

justice by allowing a jury to do exactly what this jury did -- find guilt based on a constitutionally-

insufficient theory of negligence.

When deciding a Rule 29 motion, the Court must draw all inferences in favor of the

government. When deciding a Rule 33 motion, however, the Court is permitted to weigh the

evidence and consider the credibility of the witnesses to insure that there is not a miscarriage of

justice. United States v. Ashworth, 836 F.2d 260, 266 (6th Cir. 1988). So while the Court's

concerns at the close of the government's case about the sufficiency of the evidence gave way to
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pro-prosecution inferences imposed by Rule 29, those concerns are now properly reviewable

against a clean slate.

The Court can now consider the credible and, indeed candid, testimony of Mr. Geisen in

re-evaluating the scant evidence of knowledge and intent provided by the government. It can

make credibility determinations regarding witnesses such as Special Agent Joseph Ulie. It can

factor in the testimony of government witnesses Steven Moffitt and Mark McLaughlin regarding

Mr. Geisen's integrity. Each of these factors compels the conclusion that the jury's conviction of

Mr. Geisen was against the weight of the evidence.

In the Rule 29 section of this motion, Mr. Geisen detailed the ways in which the record

demonstrated the government's failure to establish elements of the charged offenses. While the

factual deficiencies of the government's case are relevant to evaluation of Mr. Geisen's Rule 33

motion, other issues also pertain because the Court is evaluating whether the verdict is against

the manifest weight of the evidence and whether the interests of justice require the Court to

vacate the judgment.

The jury was confused by the presentation of the evidence, and with good reason. It

heard, over four weeks, extensive testimony focused on the liability of FENOC that was never

tied to Mr. Geisen. While the Court instructed the jury it was to decide the case against Mr.

Geisen based on the evidence against him alone, and while the jury undoubtedly endeavored to

do just that, the presentation of the evidence made that task a practical impossibility. For

example:

* Prasoon Goyal testified for portions of three days, most of which was his direct
testimony. The entire first day and part of the second focused on a single condition
report -- PCAQR 96-0551 -- which Mr. Goyal generated after he conducted the 1996
inspection of the head. The report showed a significant portion of the head was not
accessible for inspection and the routing of the document showed that scores of FENOC
managers knew it. There is no question this would be a relevant point to Mr. Geisen's
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case if there was any evidence that Mr. Geisen was aware of that document. But there
was not. The government was unable to produce any evidence that Mr. Geisen saw that
document prior to the discovery of the cavity in the head in the spring of 2002.

" The government introduced numerous examples of communication failures at FENOC.
Mr. Goyal testified at length about debates he had with Mr. Siemaszko regarding past
inspections and accessibility of the head both before and after Serial Letter 2731 was
submitted. The government introduced emails of that discussion and noted the discussion
was known to many FENOC engineers and managers. Again, however, there was no
evidence Mr. Geisen was aware of these debates, let alone participated in them.

* As set forth in detail above, the government introduced numerous documents relating to
the drafting and editing of 2731. See, note 8. Mr. Geisen was not included on a single
one of those documents and the evidence clearly showed Mr. Geisen had no involvement
in the drafting process.

* The government asked witnesses about the cost of a shutdown to FENOC, including
inquiries about the cost of replacement energy and potential lost profits to the company.
This was all consistent with the government's theme that FENOC was primarily
concerned about its bottom line. But this evidence was never tied to Mr; Geisen because
evidence showed Mr. Geisen, as Design Basis Engineering manager, had no role in the
financial operations of the plant or any expectation of a financial windfall from its
continued operation. There was also no evidence suggesting Mr. Geisen would
aggrandize himself at the expense of plant operational safety.

Moreover, the government repeatedly violated its pre-trial pledge that it would not inject

elements of fear and public safety into the case. After being admonished by the Court not to

touch on those issues, and after repeatedly assuring the Court it would not, the government

opened the trial by talking about "catastrophic failures" and "melt down[s]." From its third

witness, Dr. Hiser, the government elicited testimony about release of radiation into the open,

outside-the-plant environment, before it was stopped by the Court. And in closing argument, the

government again returned to the specter of a "core melt down" and asked the jury "how close to

this type of accident do you want to get?"

What the jury was left with was a picture of a dysfunctional operation, led by inept

management, pre-occupied with saving money at the risk of safety, with the result being a near

Three Mile Island event in their backyard. This evidence, of course, had absolutely no probative
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value on whether Mr. Geisen knew statements in the Serial Letters were false. It was introduced

with one goal: to scapegoat the one FENOC manager sitting before the jury, David Geisen.

There can be little question that the jury's verdicts resulted, at least in part, from

significant confusion about the evidence they received and about how to apply the law. It is not

difficult to identify a significant source of the jury's confusion. The government sought, and

received, an instruction on deliberate ignorance that was unsupported by the evidence. Whether

giving that instruction over Mr. Geisen's objection was legally erroneous -- and we think it was,

given the unique circumstances of this case and the lack of evidence of actual knowledge -- there

is no question it raised a significant risk of jury error. The Sixth Circuit has recognized that in

the absence of evidence of intentional and conscious acts of avoidance by the defendant, giving

the instruction improperly invites the jury to "convict on a basis akin to negligence: that the

defendant should have known that the conduct was illegal." Ramos at 9, quoting United States v.

Rivera, 926 F.2d 1564, 1571 (1 1th Cir. 1991). Other Circuits have held that the instruction can

"relieve the government of its constitutional obligation to prove the defendant's knowledge

beyond a reasonable doubt." United States v. Barnhard, 979 F.2d 647 (8th Cir. 1992)(improper

use of willful blindness instruction affected defendant's constitutional right to proof beyond a

reasonable doubt and required Circuit to vacate conviction and remand to trial court.)

Accordingly, even in a case where it concluded that significant evidence of actual knowledge

rendered the use of the instruction harmless, 26 the Sixth Circuit has cautioned the instruction

should not be given indiscriminately, United States v. Mari, 47 F.3d 782, 787 (6th Cir. 1995).

26 While the issue of whether giving the instruction was "harmless" error is an issue for another day and
another court, we do note this case is profoundly different from Mari, Ramos, or the other cases that the
Sixth Circuit has addressed. Those drug possession cases included significant evidence of actual
knowledge on the part of the defendant. That evidence led the Court to conclude that the deliberate

(footnote continued on next page)
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The evidence suggests this jury did, in fact, convict based on a conclusion that Mr.

Geisen should have done more, given his position and training, to discover the falsity of the

FENOC's statements to the NRC. The guilty verdict on Serial Letter 2744 compels that

conclusion. There was no direct evidence Mr. Geisen knew statements in the photograph

captions in 2744 was false. Nor was there any dispute Mr. Geisen relied solely on Mr.

Siemaszko to provide "representative" photographs for transmission to the NRC and as his

source of information for the content of the captions. Finally, there was no evidence,

whatsoever, that Mr. Geisen purposefully avoided learning of errors in the information Mr.

Siemaszko provided or intentionally ignored evidence suggesting Mr. Siemaszko's unreliability.

The jury's verdict, therefore, suggests it determined Mr. Geisen should have been more diligent

in his supervision of Mr. Siemaszko's work, should have caught Mr. Siemaszko's errors, and

should have known 2744 contained false statements. Such conclusions, as set forth above, are

insufficient as a matter of law to support a finding of criminal culpability.

The jury was invited, repeatedly, to decide the case on this basis by the government

during closing argument. The government criticized Mr. Geisen for preparing an October 24,

2001 slide based on the report of Mr. Siemaszko without speaking directly with Mr. Goyal. It

criticized Mr. Geisen for failing to live up to his responsibility to verify the accuracy of

information through the green sheet process. It criticized him for relying on Andrew Siemaszko

and pointed out the reasons Mr. Siemaszko, in hindsight, was an unreliable source of

information. While each of the arguments flow from the evidence the government presented,

none is relevant to issues this jury should have properly considered. As the Court stated during

(footnote continued from previous page)
ignorance instruction was surplusage -- ignored by the jury in the face of significant evidence of actual
knowledge. That is clearly not the case here.
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the discussion of instructions, "they may have been deliberately indifferent to their

responsibilities, but that's not what the deliberate indifference charge is to reflect."

There is a substantial risk this jury convicted on improper grounds and against the

manifest weight of the evidence. It is difficult to reconcile the verdicts returned with respect to

Mr. Geisen with any other conclusion. When the Court factors in the verdicts returned with

respect to Mr. Cook, it becomes impossible to reach any other conclusion.

Mr. Geisen has been convicted of crimes he did not commit. His convictions are not

supported by the evidence and conflict with the interests of justice. We urge the Court to

exercise its significant discretion to remedy this unfair result.

Respectfully Submitted,

s/Richard A. Hibey
Richard A. Hibey
Andrew T. Wise
Counsel for DAVID C. GEISEN
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